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A. B. C. OF FIGHTER SWEEPS

Q, We hear of hundreds of fighters carrying out sweeps over Northern France and

escorting small formations of bombers to attack targets of value to the Germans,

What is the object of fighter sweeps?

A, To force the Luftwaffe to employ well over half its fighters in Western Europe

and to prevent the sending of reinforcements to the Eastern front against the

Russians, Also to destroy these fighters in combat, to wear down their morale and to

establish complete air supremacy over the area within our fighter range. The object

of the bombing is to destroy specific targets.

Q, Are these objects being achieved

A. Without doubt the Luftwaffe has 30 per cent of its fighter force in the west-

while these are badly needed on the Russian front, It’s losses are heavy when oombat

is joined and the figure of destroyed claimed by our pilots is a very low estimate of

the real losses. The bombing is highly effective under overwhelming fighter cover.

Q, Wouldn’t it be more effective to take larger forces of bombers, such as the

Germans employed in the Battle of Britain?

A. No. In the Battle of Britain the Luftwaffe tried to carry out a blitzkrieg.

Its object was to destroy our fighter aerodromes preliminary to an invasion. Our

bombers do much more damage to the German war effort by concentrating on the Ruhr and

other heavy industrail centres. These are beyond fighter escort range and are

attacked by night.

Q. If the German fighters won’t fight, can our offensive achieve its purpose of

destroying them or of forcing the Germans to increase the numbers of fighters in

Western Europe?

A, The fictitious German figures of our losses on these sweeps provides the clue

to the answer. It is not to be expected that the Germans will give us undisputed air

supremacy within fighter range. Their present tactics include flying within sight of

our returning fighter wings in the hope of luring our fighters to turn back to attack

them, when petrol shortage might be serious to our aircraft if they became engaged in

protracted dog-fights.

Q. Is the F.W.190 as good a fighter as the Germans claim?

A. The F.W.190 has a very high rate of climb, but our fighters can counteract this

by being able to turn within a smaller area and there is no comparison in armament.

The Spitfire today is undoubtedly the finest all-round single-seater fighter aircraft

at present in operation.

Q, Are the Germans drawing on reserves to meet our sweeps?

A. R.A.F. pilots on recent sweeps report a return of the Me.l09E’s which were used

in the Battle of Britain, They compare with our earlier Spitfires and Hurricanes.

Q. What are the results already achieved by offensive sweeps?

A, In the Battle of Britain, Fighter Command was on the defensive over Britain.

Today it is the enemy who are on the defensive on their own side of the Channel while

day after day our fighters safely escort bombers to and from their chosen objectives

deep into occupied France, In this kind of offensive action over hostile territory -

where a glycol leak may mean that a pilot can’t get back, our losses were expected to

be considerably higher than the Germans, .The reverse has been the case. Compare the

results with the German losses over Britain and the fact- that the enemy incapable
of sending his forces here now in any numbers.

Since the Battle of Britain hundreds of new pilots have joined Fighter' Command
and the present offensive operations provide them with operational experience under

conditions of actual warfare and teach them offensive tactics.


